Judges in England and Wales tell three apparently contradictory stories about the relationship between autonomy and mental capacity. Sometimes, capacity is autonomy's gatekeeper: those with capacity are autonomous, but those without capacity are not. Sometimes, capacity is necessary for autonomy but insufficient; for voluntariness, freedom from undue external influences, is also required. Finally, sometimes autonomy survives incapacity, and a person without capacity is nevertheless treated as autonomous. These three accounts coexist, so no story of evolution, in which one account comes to replace another, can be told. Similarly, no story of judicial factions is plausible, for judges switch account to suit the facts of a particular case. This article gives examples of all three accounts, traces their recent history, and shows how each serves one or two characteristic purposes. It then shows how they can be combined into a coherent descriptive account of the relationship between autonomy and mental capacity in domestic law.
I. INTRODUCTION
This article is about a gap between judicial rhetoric and behaviour. Judges in particular cases describe the relationship between autonomy and mental capacity in a variety of ways, but if their decisions across the full range of cases are to be coherently accounted for, then the relationship cannot be as simple as they say it is. The existence of this gap does not imply that the judiciary has done anything wrong. Judgments are, as Harrington writes, 'exercises aimed at persuading specific audiences of the truth of certain facts and the desirability of certain courses of conduct'; 1 and published judgments are directed towards a variety of readerships with a variety of interests and needs. 2 In particular, those audiences (especially the parties) primarily interested in the outcome of the particular case can have different needs to those audiences more interested in the case's implications for the law as a whole. In mental capacity law, where the consequences of a decision are often profound and controversy is seldom far away, the needs of these two audiences can be in tension. The immediate audiences need final resolution of an often prolonged conflict in a way that acknowledges that their concerns matter. 3 This demand is often met by simple, unequivocal declarations of principle: for instance, 'the purpose of the best interests test is to consider matters from the patient's point of view'. 4 There is nothing wrong with such declarations. They serve some purposes well. This article, however, shows that they do not always serve an audience attempting to understand the wider legal regime well. They focus attention too tightly on whatever issue is controversial in the particular case, neglect what is irrelevant to it, emphasise certainty over complexity, and hence present a distorted view. When most published judgments, justifiably, 5 prioritise the immediate audience in this way, then extracting a coherent description of the legal regime from the patchwork of partial accounts can take some work.
One aspect of domestic mental capacity law exhibits such a patchwork of partial accounts. Judges tend to use whatever ideas about personal 'autonomy', a word that is not legally defined, best suit their rhetorical needs in the immediate case, whether or not their usage can coherently account for the law as a whole. As a result, three apparently contradictory accounts of the relationship between mental capacity and autonomy coexist. On one account, people with mental capacity about a matter are autonomous enough to make their own decisions about it, but those without such capacity are not. Mental capacity alone decides the issue of autonomy. On the second account, however, mental capacity alone is not enough for someone to be considered autonomous. Freedom from coercion and undue influences is also required. Finally, in the third account, even when someone lacks mental capacity about a matter, they may be autonomous with regard to it. At first sight, these accounts appear to contradict one another; but all the cases in which they appear were decided within the current law, and it is possible to draw them together into a coherent structure that captures the important features of each. One of the unique contributions that this article makes is to give this unified account in section V. This article, then, is not an argument for legal reform. It is, instead, a corrective account of how the law currently treats the relationship between autonomy and mental capacity.
In particular, this article evaluates a gap between how 'autonomy' appears if judicial comments in certain cases are taken at face value, and how it appears if the law is treated as consistent across the full range of cases. It is not an attempt to evaluate practice against any already-determined philosophical account of autonomy, valuable as such work may also be. 6 Instead, it is an attempt to take seriously Wittgenstein's suggestion to start not with conceptual analysis, but in practice: to 'look and see' how a word is used. 7 As he notes, 'looking' sometimes does not reveal a common core to a concept, one which would be present in all uses of it, but rather 'a complicated network' of overlapping similarities. 8 He goes on to suggest that when the uses of a concept lack a common core, then the scholarly assumption that a short, precise definition can capture the entire concept becomes hard to justify. 9 Nevertheless, it is often useful to start with a rough definition, if only to indicate a broad area of interest. For the purposes of getting started, then, autonomy is a person's capacity for selfgovernment, in the sense that they are able to be in control of their own life. 10 This definition is broad enough to capture the judicial uses of the word that follow, but narrow enough to have an interesting feature. If autonomy is capacity for selfgovernment, then it is not the same thing as the simple freedom from external restraints.
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In the courts, self-government and freedom from external restraints have an intimate, justificatory relationship, 12 which allows a typology of arguments that rely on autonomy to be made. There are two major types. First is the 'appeal to respect for autonomy ': 13 if someone is believed to be capable of self-government, and selfgovernment is believed to be good, then that is a reason to refrain from interfering in their life against their will. Such arguments are common in capacity cases, and can even determine their outcome.
14 Attention to this type of argument is central to the methodology here; for if it is to be successful, then that person must already be plausibly considered to be autonomous. 15 In other words, paying attention to when the appeal to respect for autonomy is successful offers a way to assess who is considered autonomous by the courts, one that need not take individual judicial comments at face value. This appeal should, however, be distinguished from another argument, the 6 See, for instance, C Kong, Mental Capacity in Relationship: Decision-Making, Dialogue, and Autonomy (CUP 2017 'appeal to the value of autonomy', which simply asserts that autonomy is valuable and should be promoted. 16 This latter argument can also determine the outcome of domestic cases, 17 but it operates differently. Basing a decision on the idea that autonomy is valuable and should be promoted does not require belief that the person is already autonomous. For that reason, although appeals to the value of autonomy are fascinating in their own right, they are not useful here.
In addition to excluding appeals to the value of autonomy, this article also takes the process of mental capacity assessment as largely unproblematic. This is not because assessments of capacity are an uncontentious matter. They are not. 18 Indeed, the Mental Capacity Act 2005 (MCA) directly ties incapacity to 'an impairment of, or a disturbance in the functioning of, the mind or brain'; 19 and, although this is often broadly read, it is almost certainly a case of unjustified discrimination on the grounds of disability. 20 The focus in this article, however, is on what follows from a finding of incapacity, not on the finding itself; so these questions are largely put to one side. Similarly, none of the three accounts of the relationship between autonomy and capacity that appear in the courts directly address the Mental Health Act 1983 (MHA). That Act is undoubtedly sometimes relevant to whether or not a person will be considered autonomous by the courts, but the relationship between it and the MCA is too complex to address in adequate detail here. 21 Finally, nothing here suggests that there is any legal conflict in the cases that are used as examples of the different accounts of the relationship between autonomy and capacity. Indeed, Section V, which offers a coherent account, shows that there is not even any necessary conceptual conflict. The conflict is only in the rhetoric used, but the rhetoric used matters. It can lead to misunderstandings of the law. Mental capacity cases, rightly or wrongly, often decide the most important questions in a person's life: for instance, whether a woman will be allowed to live with her husband, 22 what contact a young man will have with his mother, 23 or whether a woman will be given a caesarean section against her wishes. 24 Clarity about both the law and its justification is therefore essential. With that in mind, it is best to start with the most oversimplified account.
II. THE GATEKEEPER ACCOUNT
The least complex account of the relationship between autonomy and capacity is to treat mental capacity as the threshold for autonomy. On this view, if someone has mental capacity with regard to a particular decision, then they are autonomous with regard to that particular matter, so the state should not interfere with their decision. If, conversely, they do not have mental capacity with regard to the decision, then they are not autonomous, so the state need not exercise such restraint. As Donnelly says, capacity acts as autonomy's 'gatekeeper'. 25 Usually, gatekeeper accounts acknowledge that those without mental capacity have some capability for self-government. They only deny that it is sufficient to be overriding in law. In other words, their distinguishing feature is not whether or not they think those without capacity have any capability for autonomy, but that they treat the presence or absence of mental capacity as the sole criteria for deciding whether an appeal to respect for autonomy will be successful.
A. Recent Examples of the Gatekeeper Account
The gatekeeper account was dominant by the end of the last century. In Bland, Lord Mustill stated that 'if the patient is capable of making a decision . . . his choice must be obeyed'; 26 but someone's 'inability to make' a necessary decision allows someone else to decide in that person's 'best interest'. 27 This idea was expressly linked to autonomy in Re C (Adult: Refusal of Medical Treatment): 'if the patient's capacity to decide is unimpaired, autonomy weighs heavier, but the further capacity is reduced, the lighter autonomy weighs'. 28 In Re MB, Lady Justice Butler-Sloss made it clear that this is an exclusive test: 'the only situation in which it is lawful for the doctors to intervene is if it is believed that the adult patient lacks the capacity to decide'. 29 These cases all deal with medical treatment, but a Law Commission report from the same period suggests that the gatekeeper view already had broader application: 'a person with capacity is entitled to refuse community care or other protective services'. 30 That report, and the concurrent case law, eventually contributed to the definition of incapacity found in the MCA.
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The MCA does not mention autonomy. Nevertheless, a gatekeeper account of the relationship between autonomy and capacity helped to justify the Act. On the By omission, this implies more than it states. In these passages, it seems as though the MCA applies to all adults who 'cannot make decisions', not only to those adults who cannot decide 'because of an impairment of, or a disturbance in the functioning of, the mind or brain'. 33 The possibility of people being unable to decide for other reasons is ignored, and this tends to imply a gatekeeper view of the relationship between autonomy and capacity: those with capacity are capable of self-determination, and those without are not. This became explicit in the Act's Code of Practice, which says that 'an adult . . . has full legal capacity to make decisions for themselves (the right to autonomy) unless it can be shown that they lack capacity'. 34 To some extent, the Act's test for incapacity reflects this gatekeeper view, for it treats mental capacity as an either/or concept. At the 'material time', 35 someone can either make a particular decision or they cannot, and the difference between these two conditions is considerable. The Act creates many powers affecting how decisions are made for those who lack capacity: a general defence for actions made in their best interests; 36 a section allowing the donee of a Lasting Power of Attorney to make such decisions; 37 a power of the court to make such decisions or to appoint a deputy to make them; 38 and a power for individuals with capacity to make an advance decision to refuse treatment at a future time when they lack capacity. 39 It also allows the court to make interim orders in someone's best interests where there is 'reason to believe' that they lack capacity in relation to a matter. 40 In contrast, the Act creates no powers at all to make decisions for those with capacity. This contrast lends the gatekeeper account a certain plausibility.
This plausibility makes it unsurprising that judges still sometimes give the gatekeeper account when making decisions under the Act. The account can be split into two limbs: (i) the idea that those with capacity in regard to a particular decision are autonomous, so the state should not interfere with what they decide; and (ii) the idea that those without capacity in regard to a particular decision are not autonomous, so this restraint is not appropriate. Sometimes, the court states the whole gatekeeper account. For instance, in Bailey v Warren, decided between the MCA being passed and coming into force, Lady Justice Arden held that 'capacity is an important issue because it determines whether an individual will in law have 32 42 Here, the emphasis is on the idea that a person with capacity is autonomous. Similarly, in Nottinghamshire Healthcare NHS Trust v RC, Mr Justice Mostyn found that 'even to think about imposing a blood transfusion' against the will of a detained patient with capacity, despite a power to do so existing under section 63 of the Mental Health Act 1983, would be 'an abuse of power'. 43 Although the word 'autonomy' does not appear in RC, the concept pervades it, with Mostyn J even quoting Mill on the sovereignty of the individual. 44 These cases emphasise the autonomy of those with capacity, but others emphasise the lack of autonomy of those without capacity. For instance, in Independent News and Media v A, the Lord Chief Justice held that 'the responsibility of the Court of Protection arises just because the reduced capacity of the individual requires interference with his or her personal autonomy'. 45 This is a subtle sentence. It acknowledges that those without capacity may have some capability for self-government, while simultaneously stating that their lack of capacity is enough for appeals to respect for that autonomy to fail. Similarly, in Re E (Medical Treatment: Anorexia), it was found to be in a 32-year-old woman's best interests to be fed against her will, despite this representing 'a very severe interference with her private life and personal autonomy'. 46 She was 'fully aware of her situation', 47 but because she was found to lack mental capacity, this did not restrain the court. In both of these cases, it is acknowledged that someone without capacity might have some ability to be selfdetermining. What is denied is that this ability is such that respect for it should restrain the state from acting against their wishes.
B. Function of the Gatekeeper Account
The gatekeeper account has been influential. It appeared in the appellate decisions that laid the groundwork for the MCA, and some recent examples also come from the Court of Appeal. The following sections show that it is, nevertheless, only a partial description of the law. This is not, however, to say that judges in these cases were in error. Rather, the account served important rhetorical purposes, and these are worth identifying. The two different types of cases, those that emphasise the autonomy of a person with capacity and those that emphasise the lack of autonomy of the person without capacity, have two different purposes. When someone is making an unwise decision, but is felt to have capacity, as in PC and RC, 48 then the gatekeeper account affirms that the matter is beyond the court's jurisdiction and so absolves it, and service providers, of any responsibility for the consequences. The ability to legally act on behalf of the person is treated as completely limited by the MCA. 49 For instance, in PC, 'we must leave PC free to make her own decision, and hope that everything turns out well in the end'. 50 In contrast, in cases where the judge has concluded that it is in someone's best interests to make a decision against their expressed wishes, the gatekeeper account affirms the court's authority to do so. It does so by positioning the court's determination as objective, and so decisive, but the person's wishes as merely subjective. For instance, in Re E, when determining to feed a woman against her will, 'E's life is precious, whatever her own view of it now is'. 51 Similarly, in An NHS Trust v CS, 52 Mr Justice Baker had to decide whether it was in a young woman's best interests to have an abortion. Prior to an assault by her partner that left her with significant brain damage, she intended to have the procedure; but following the assault, she wished to 'keep the baby'. Of these latter wishes, the judge stated that 'it seems to me impossible for this court to attach any significant weight to them bearing in mind her patent lack of capacity'. 53 As in Re E, the gatekeeper account helps to affirm the objectivity, and hence legitimacy, of the court's decision, by contrasting it with the subjectivity of the wishes of the person who is decided for.
The gatekeeper account, then, has two uses: absolving the court from responsibility when someone has capacity, and affirming its authority to act when someone does not. It is, however, a primitive tool. It is of little use when the autonomy of someone without capacity seems to demand respect or when someone with capacity seems, nevertheless, to be incapable of self-government. The latter of these situations is dealt with in the next section, for when someone with capacity seems to lack autonomy, then the judiciary may reach for the insufficiency account of the relationship.
III. THE INSUFFICIENCY ACCOUNT
In the gatekeeper account, if someone has capacity, then respect for their autonomy restrains the state from interfering with their wishes. The insufficiency account modifies this. Like the gatekeeper account, it holds that people without capacity do not have an overriding right to respect for their autonomy. Unlike the gatekeeper account, however, it does not hold that people with mental capacity necessarily do have an overriding right to respect for their autonomy. They may or may not have such a right, depending on other conditions. In other words, in the insufficiency account, mental capacity is necessary but not sufficient for autonomy to be respected as a right. Something else is also needed. As Lady Hale says in R v Cooper, 'Autonomy entails 48 In PC, the unwise decision was to live with her husband, who had a history of serious sexual offences. In RC, it was refusal of blood transfusions when they might be clinically indicated. 49 In RC, Mostyn J does mention the inherent jurisdiction of the High Court, discussed in the next section; but neither applies it nor gives reasons why it cannot be applied (n 43) [ the freedom and the capacity to make a choice.' 54 This 'freedom', the thing beyond capacity that is needed for autonomy, is consistent in the cases that give this account. It is voluntariness, freedom from undue external influences.
A. Recent Examples of the Insufficiency Account
The insufficiency account predates the MCA. In 1993, in Re T (Adult: Refusal of Treatment), Lord Donaldson found that 'in some cases doctors will not only have to consider the capacity of the patient to refuse treatment, but also whether the refusal has been vitiated because it resulted not from the patient's will, but from the will of others'. 55 In other words, 'undue influence' 56 from a third party may have such an effect on someone with capacity that it will 'destroy her volition'. 57 When this happens, the court will not treat the affected person as so autonomous that their expressed wishes must be abided by.
Re T is older than the gatekeeper cases of Re C and Re MB, and those cases applied Re T, so it is worth examining how an insufficiency account became a gatekeeper one. 58 It did so by two routes, case law and Law Commission-led reform. Taking the case law first, neither Re C nor Re MB concerned allegations of undue influence. As a result, when applying Re T, they did not mention that part of the precedent. 59 This omission led to a gatekeeper account: for instance, in MB, 'the only situation in which it is lawful for the doctors to intervene is if it is believed that the adult patient lacks the capacity to decide'. 60 Something similar happened with the Law Commission. Re T envisages two separate tests, first whether the person has capacity and then whether their will is nevertheless being overborne, 61 but the Law Commission's report considers that someone with a mental disability who is 'unable to exert their will against some stronger person who wishes to influence their decisions' 62 lacks mental capacity. Combining incapacity and involuntariness in this way necessarily leads to a gatekeeper account of the relationship between capacity and autonomy. Rather than being, as in the insufficiency account, something additional to incapacity that can remove a person's autonomy, involuntariness simply becomes part of incapacity itself. There is, however, a difference between this and the gatekeeper cases. The cases, by silence, seem to erase any consideration of For largely pragmatic reasons, however, the test for capacity to consent to sex is treated differently. As criminal cases concern a particular past event, they assess the person's capacity to consent to sex with a particular other person; but as civil cases concern a person's future sexual encounters, they assess capacity to consent to sex 'on a general and non-specific basis' IM v LM involuntariness; but the Law Commission, by incorporation, draws involuntariness into the definition of incapacity itself. The Law Commission's combination of incapacity and involuntariness has led to some confusion; for, despite the assertion that undue influence could go to incapacity, the actual wording of the Commission's draft Bill precludes this from happening in every case. The Bill states that someone lacks capacity if 'unable by reason of mental disability to make a decision'. 63 Similarly, the MCA, as passed, requires incapacity be 'because of an impairment of, or a disturbance in the functioning of, the mind or brain'. 64 These provisions can accommodate some, but not all, cases of undue influence. The need for a 'clear causative nexus between mental impairment and any lack of capacity' 65 leads to a delicate situation when someone's ability to make a decision might be restricted by both an impairment and the influence of another party. If someone with a relevant impairment would be able to decide but for the influence of the other person, then they must be presumed to have mental capacity until all 'practicable steps' are taken without success to counteract that influence. 66 This leaves at least two classes of person who have mental capacity, but might nevertheless be plausibly be thought to lack autonomy. The first are those who 'cannot decide' by the criteria in the Act, but because of undue influence, not because of any impairment. The second are those who can decide by the criteria in the Act, but nevertheless cannot reach free decisions because of undue influence. Judges sometimes face both of these sets of circumstances. 67 Consequently, despite the Law Commission's combination of capacity and voluntariness, the insufficiency account has survived, and now coexists with the gatekeeper account. It is found in two places: cases dealing with the inherent jurisdiction, and in the doctrine of undue influence.
B. The Inherent Jurisdiction
The inherent jurisdiction is described by the courts as a 'protective jurisdiction' relating to vulnerable adults, 68 who have mental capacity, and then it relies on an insufficiency account of the relationship between autonomy and capacity. The leading case, DL v A Local Authority, 71 concerned an 'elderly' couple who were thought to be subjected to assaults, coercion, and financial exploitation by their son. 72 The husband lost capacity before the case was heard, but his wife retained capacity throughout. 73 Their Local Authority sought a wide range of injunctions restraining the son, 74 and the Court of Appeal approved a first instance decision that the inherent jurisdiction allowed orders to be made to protect a 'vulnerable person' who retained capacity, despite the MCA coming into force. 75 Two details must be treated with care here. First, notwithstanding judicial uses of the gatekeeper account, the MCA only defines capacity for its own purposes, so it does not exclude people being found 'unable to decide' for reasons other than those found in the Act. 76 This is the legal space that allows the insufficiency account to coexist with the gatekeeper account. Nothing in the MCA requires those with mental capacity to be treated as autonomous. Secondly, it might be thought that because the injunctions made in DL related to the abusive son, they do not bear on whether his mother was recognised to be autonomous. This is not so.
Injunctions like those made in DL would normally be made as part of a nonmolestation order under section 42 of the Family Law Act 1996. That section, however, does not permit public authorities to initiate proceedings, and the section that does enable third party interventions has never been brought into force. 77 As Miles says, the current situation is usually that 'victims control whether and when legal proceedings for injunctive relief should be brought'. 78 In other words, people who require non-molestation orders are, almost by definition, subject to coercion; but if they have capacity, then they are usually considered to be so autonomous that other parties cannot initiate proceedings for them. Mrs L, and Mr L when proceedings were brought, had capacity. Neither of them initiated proceedings. The use of the inherent jurisdiction changed the situation from the usual one in which they were assumed to be autonomous into one in which their autonomy was in question. 79 This is clear from the judgment itself. Lord Justice McFarlane says that the jurisdiction is 'targeted solely at those adults whose ability to make decisions for themselves has been compromised '. 80 This implies that 'those adults' are not autonomous, a point made explicit when he goes on to say that the jurisdiction is 'aimed at enhancing or liberating the autonomy of a vulnerable adult whose autonomy has been compromised by a reason other than mental incapacity'. 81 The possible reasons that a person's autonomy can be 'compromised' are further specified as being 'under constraint', 'subject to coercion or undue influence', or 'for some other reason deprived of the capacity to make the relevant decision or disabled from making a free choice, or incapacitated or disabled from giving or expressing a real and genuine consent'. 82 Allowing for the vagueness of the final reason, these are examples of autonomy requiring voluntariness as well as mental capacity.
C. The Doctrine of Undue Influence
The inherent jurisdiction has largely been exercised in decisions about a person's health and welfare, but it has a counterpart in decisions about property and affairs: the equitable doctrine of undue influence. In certain circumstances, this doctrine allows the transactions of a person with capacity to be rendered voidable. 83 The leading case, Royal Bank of Scotland v Etridge (No 2), 84 uses slightly different language to DL, but its reasoning is analogous. The case consisted of eight conjoined appeals, all by women alleging that their husbands had exercised undue influence when obtaining their agreement to secure loans against matrimonial property. In none of the cases was the mental capacity of the woman in doubt.
Despite the women having capacity, Lord Nicholls held that where undue influence was shown, the transaction 'ought not fairly to be treated as the expression of a person's free will'. 85 Later cases restate his point. For instance, in Drew v Daniel, Lord Justice Ward affirms that 'there is no undue influence unless the donor if she were free and informed could say "This is not my wish but I must do it"'; 86 and, in Thompson v Foy, Mr Justice Lewison held that 'the critical question is whether or not the influence has invaded the free volition of the donor to withstand the influence'.
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In these cases, as in DL, someone with capacity is nevertheless found not to have been in control of their own relevant actions. This falls beyond the gatekeeper account. It is, however, consistent with the insufficiency account, which requires both capacity and voluntariness for autonomy. To be autonomous, both the inherent jurisdiction and the doctrine of undue influence require that someone be free from 'coercion' and subtler forms of pressure by a third party. 88 Furthermore, in both lines of cases, a special regard must be had for those persons thought to be 'vulnerable', but any attempt to define 'vulnerability' is firmly resisted. 89 In other words, the two strands of law are motivated by the same basic understanding of the relationship between autonomy and mental capacity: one that, as the next subsection discusses, also 
D. Function of the Insufficiency Account
After examining the cases in which the insufficiency account appears, two hypotheses can be discarded. First, this is not a case of judicial disagreement. It is not that some judges rely on one account and other judges rely on another account. Lord Justice McFarlane gave the leading judgment in both DL and PC, but the former is premised on an insufficiency account and the latter on the gatekeeper account. Similarly, Lady Justice Butler-Sloss gave judgment in both Re T, which relied on the insufficiency account, and in Re MB, which relied on the gatekeeper account. Secondly, no simple story about the evolution of judicial views will work here. An insufficiency account in Re T predates a gatekeeper account in MB, which predates an insufficiency account in DL, which predates a gatekeeper account in PC. Rather than differences between judges, or over time, the differences between the accounts are better accounted for by paying attention to the differences between the cases in which they are used. The previous section discusses how the gatekeeper account can add rhetorical force to a judgment when someone with capacity is making an unwise choice or when the best interests of someone without capacity are felt to contradict their expressed wishes. If, however, a third party is coercing someone with capacity, then a gatekeeper account often would seem to exclude any action by the court. After all, if someone with capacity is always so self-governing that the state should not interfere with their expressed wishes, then even wishes expressed at gunpoint should be respected as autonomous. This is not a particularly attractive conclusion, nor is it one that is likely to persuade; so it is hardly surprising that when coercion may be an issue, judges instead give an insufficiency account. In doing so, they draw a distinction between the internal and external limitations on autonomy, one that also appears in the philosophical literature. For instance, Raz distinguishes between 'capacity' and 'independence', 91 and Killmister between 'capacity for autonomy' and 'ability for autonomy '. 92 For Killmister, the former assesses someone's potential for autonomy in ideal circumstances, and the latter their potential for autonomy in their current circumstances. The gatekeeper account emphasises 'capacity', in Killmister's sense, at the expense of 'ability'. The MCA requires an inability to decide because of an impairment, 93 so it is largely restricted to the internal constraints on autonomy; and the gatekeeper account, by tying autonomy to capacity in the Act, adopts these limitations. 94 In contrast, the insufficiency account, which says that autonomy requires both capacity and voluntariness, allows attention to the person's external circumstances. From this description, it might be thought that the gatekeeper account is just a slightly inaccurate shorthand for the insufficiency account; and that when coercion does not seem to be a factor, judges just do not mention it. There is some truth to this, but it would be wrong to conclude that the insufficiency account accurately reflects the whole law. In contrast to what it would predict, judges sometimes hold that a person without capacity is autonomous.
IV. THE SURVIVAL ACCOUNT On the survival account, unlike the gatekeeper and insufficiency accounts, respect for the autonomy of a person without mental capacity can restrain state action. Like the other accounts, it has been bluntly stated by the judiciary. For instance, in W v M, Mr Justice Baker held that 'personal autonomy survives the onset of incapacity'. 95 This statement is unequivocal, but the position it articulates is less simple than it appears. It should be distinguished from two opposing extremes. At one extreme is the view that all people, regardless of mental capacity, are so autonomous that the state should not act against their will.
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At the other extreme is the view that someone without mental capacity might have some capability for self-determination, but does not have a legal right to be treated as autonomous. This position, as noted in Section II, collapses into a gatekeeper or insufficiency account. In contrast, the survival account asserts that a right to be treated as autonomous can survive the onset of incapacity, but not that it must do so. This is clear when Mr Justice Baker goes on to say:
A decision by the Court, having proper regard to the patient's personal autonomy and the expressed wishes and feelings of the patient and her family, that it would be in her best interests to withhold or withdraw treatment does not give rise to a breach of Article 8. 97 This suggests that appeals to respect for autonomy, arguments that a person is so selfgoverning that their expressed wishes must be followed, might be effective even after someone is found to lack capacity. In other words, even when someone is found to lack capacity, respect for their autonomy can restrict the decisions that can be made on their behalf. The question of respect for autonomy is not resolved by a capacity assessment, it is determined when evaluating a person's best interests. A. Recent Examples of the Survival Account Section II showed how the gatekeeper account draws some plausibility from the MCA. The Act, however, clearly envisages that a person without capacity might be able to at least contribute to decisions made on their behalf. When a best interests decision is being made, the person being decided for should be permitted and encouraged to participate in decision-making; 98 and their 'past and present wishes and feelings must be considered. 99 Similarly, the Act requires that 'regard must be had' to making decisions in a way that is 'less restrictive of the person's rights and freedom of action'. 100 These sections require more attention to someone's preferences than was evident in the pre-Act case law. 101 They do not, however, straightforwardly translate into any right to be treated as autonomous. Someone's wishes and feelings must only be considered, not followed, and they have no priority over other factors. 102 Similarly, the Act only requires regard to what is 'less restrictive'. It does not require decision makers to act in the least restrictive way unless that is in the person's overall best interests. 103 In theory, then, the Act requires consideration of the person's point of view, but does not require treating the person without capacity as so autonomous that the state should not act against their will. In practice, however, attention to the person's point of view has tended to dissolve this distinction.
There are two leading cases on the current 'wishes and feelings' of a person without capacity. The first, Re P (Statutory Will), establishes that, although they carry 'great weight', 'the only imperative is that the decision must be made in P's best interests'. 104 This adds little to the plain words of the Act, but the second case, ITW v Z, 105 fills in more detail. In it, Mr Justice Munby noted that the weight attached to someone's wishes and feelings is always case-specific, 106 then gave a non-exhaustive list of factors bearing on the issue: 98 MCA s 4(4). 99 ibid s 4(6)(a) (emphasis added). S 4(6)(b), concerning 'beliefs and values', addresses those that the person would have if they had capacity. It does not directly bear on whether a person without capacity can retain such autonomy that the court should treat their expressed decision as final. Sometimes decisions are made based on a person's past wishes or values, and this is thought to protect autonomy. If, however, the person in question is expressing a present preference to the contrary, then this is deeply suspicious. Burch is right that such decisions 'thereby deny her the right to make a decision on the grounds that they understand who she is better than she does. The claim that this is not a coercive denial of P's legal capacity is a kind of dou- a. the degree of P's incapacity, for the nearer to the borderline the more weight must in principle be attached to P's wishes and feelings . . .; b. the strength and consistency of the views being expressed by P; c. the possible impact on P of knowledge that her wishes and feelings are not being given effect to . . .; d. the extent to which P's wishes and feelings are, or are not, rational, sensible, responsible and pragmatically capable of sensible implementation in the particular circumstances; and e. crucially, the extent to which P's wishes and feelings, if given effect to, can properly be accommodated within the court's overall assessment of what is in her best interests.
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The first and last of these factors directly bear on the structure of the relationship between autonomy and capacity. The remaining three do so indirectly, by directing attention to the content of a person's wishes. The first factor, stating that more weight should be given to the wishes and feelings of people closer to the borderline of capacity, may seem obvious, but even it tends to undermine the gatekeeper account. Instead of a simple binary where those with capacity have autonomy and those without capacity do not, autonomy becomes a matter of degree; and if you are close to the 'borderline', then you are also closer to your expressed wishes being legally determinative.
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The other structural factor from ITW, the requirement that a person's wishes can 'be accommodated within the court's overall assessment of what is in her best interests', may seem to limit how far the gatekeeper account can be softened. If someone's expressed feelings are not in accord with their overall best interests, then their wishes will not prevail; so it can seem that, after all, only those with capacity have a right to be treated as autonomous. This appearance is deceptive, and anyone led astray by it has failed to ask whether the wishes and feelings of a person without capacity are a factor in determining their overall best interests. They are. As already mentioned, the Act requires that the person's present wishes are considered; 109 and sometimes this consideration leads to a judge treating those wishes as determinative of the person's objective best interests. 110 For example, in Re EU, Senior Judge Lush found that 'The factor of magnetic importance in this case is EU's own wishes and preference'. 111 In Wye Valley v B, Mr Justice Peter Jackson held that 'the wishes and feelings, beliefs and values of a person with a mental illness can be of such long standing that they are an inextricable part of the person that he is', 112 and this determined best interests in the case. 113 Finally, in SAD v SED, District Judge Glentworth found 'the Respondent's [current] wishes and feelings are central to my decision' 114 when abiding by the desire of someone without capacity to revoke a Lasting Power of Attorney that they had made when they had capacity. Overall, best interests cannot entirely limit the determinative power of someone's current wishes because sometimes the person's current wishes determine their overall best interests. 115 This may seem a modest point, but it cannot be accounted for by the gatekeeper and insufficiency accounts, both of which require mental capacity for a person's autonomy to restrain interference with their expressed wishes.
B. Subjectivity, Intelligibility, and Authenticity In ITW, beyond the two points that directly address the relationship between capacity and autonomy, are three factors that indirectly address the relationship. Each of these expresses a conception of autonomy that is not easily assimilated into the gatekeeper view. The three conceptions are subjectivity, intelligibility, and authenticity; and the first of these, subjectivity, is expressed as 'the possible impact on P of knowledge that her wishes and feelings are not being given effect to'. The issue here is simple. Best interests decisions are made for people, not objects, and people have their own perspectives on the world. As District Judge Eldergill says, the 'law requires objective analysis of a subject not an object': 116 the Supreme Court agrees. In Aintree v James, Lady Hale held that the 'purpose of the best interests test is to consider matters from the patient's point of view'. 117 In Aintree itself, Mr James's current wishes did not play a prominent role, 118 but attention to the person's 'point of view' has naturally led to their wishes being given weight in other cases. For instance, in A NHS Foundation Trust v Ms X, Mr Justice Cobb 'endeavoured to put myself in the place of Ms X'. 119 In doing so, he carefully considered her current wishes and the likely effects of overruling them. 120 Similarly, in Wye Valley, Mr Justice Peter Jackson observed that if he found it in a man's best interests to have a severely infected leg amputated against his will, then 'the loss of his foot will be a continual reminder that his wishes were not respected', 121 and this counted against the operation being performed. Sometimes, for instance in Ms X, 122 these concerns are linked to autonomy, but the nature of this connection has never been made entirely clear. In an older case concerning someone found to have capacity, however, the President of the Family Division did give some indication of the connection between subjectivity and autonomy. 123 She quoted at length an article by the philosopher Kim Atkins, including the following passage:
If we accept that the subjective character of experience is irreducible and that it is grounded in the particularity of our points of view, then we are bound to realise that our respect for each other's differences and autonomy embodies a respect for the particularity of each other's points of view. 124 It might be thought that the word 'respect' in this sentence is relatively weak, and that 'respect for the particularity' of someone's point of view does not entail that their wishes should necessarily prevail. This conclusion should be resisted. In Ms B, this respect for autonomy entailed allowing her to make a decision that would almost certainly result in her own death. 125 It seems likely that cases such as Ms X and Wye Valley now apply a parallel line of thought to some people without capacity; 126 and in these cases, too, respecting the wishes of the person risked their death. Attention to subjectivity increases the likelihood of a person's wishes determining their objective best interests, for considering things from the person's point of view tends to make their wishes central, instead of merely one view among many. When the person's perspective determines their best interest in this way, a right to autonomy has survived incapacity, and restrained third parties from acting on their behalf.
Intelligibility, 'the extent to which P's wishes and feelings are, or are not, rational, sensible, responsible and pragmatically capable of sensible implementation in the particular circumstances', is the second factor from ITW that addresses the content of the person's wishes. Once again, this factor tends to undermine the gatekeeper account. If someone without capacity can be expressing a 'rational, sensible, responsible' preference, this calls into question the idea that those without capacity lack autonomy. 127 The Court of Protection can be open to people without capacity having good reasons for their preferences. For instance, in A London Borough v VT, District Judge Ralton found that ST's wish to return to Nigeria 'to die in the land of his birth' 128 was 'an expressed consistent rational intention ', 129 one that he shared with many peers with capacity. 130 This is an important detail. People do not make sense of one another in a void. In everyday life, they interpret one another by referring to their shared social context, social practices, and personal narratives; 131 and when interpreting the preferences of someone without capacity, they necessarily start in the same way. Ms X provides another example. In this case, Mr Justice Cobb considered the wishes of a woman with anorexia nervosa who refused life-sustaining nutrition despite having 'no wish to die'. 132 At first, such a decision might seem incomprehensible, but the judge rendered it intelligible by describing Ms X's long history of unsuccessful similar admissions to specialist units. 133 By describing what her experiences were like, he made her apparently contradictory wishes part of a coherent, understandable, story. This attention to someone's 'narrative' is not unique. It appears in an increasing number of cases, 134 and telling someone's story in this way often renders their wishes intelligible. Intelligible wishes are far more likely than unintelligible ones to determine overall best wishes; so, as with subjectivity, this process tends to add weight to the survival account. When, as in VT, someone without capacity is described as having 'an expressed consistent rational intention' and that intention decisively determines their best interests, 135 then the language of autonomy has invaded the land of incapacity. The final factor from ITW, 'the strength and consistency of the views being expressed by P', is authenticity. This reflects an idea often associated with autonomy. For philosophers, autonomy is often taken to require a second-order identification with one's own desires, or at least that the person would not feel alienated from their own preferences if they happened to critically reflect on them. 136 In many ways these theories, which point towards internal coherence, merely formalise an everyday practice. When, in the normal course of things, people interpret one another's behaviour, they sometimes rely on the idea that the more strongly or consistently someone expresses a desire, the more that they 'really' want that thing. Things that are authentically wanted in this way are usually considered more important to the person than things that are not. Similar reasoning occurs in the cases. 137 Wye Valley is particularly striking:
. . . the wishes and feelings, beliefs and values of a person with a mental illness can be of such long standing that they are an inextricable part of the person that he is. In this situation, I do not find it helpful to see the person as if he were a person in good health who has been afflicted by illness. It is more real and more respectful to recognise him for who he is: a person with his own intrinsic beliefs and values. 138 In this case, even acknowledging that Mr B's wishes followed from 'delusions arising from mental illness' did not mean that they should be given any less weight.
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Despite their apparent irrationality, Mr B's desires were an 'inextricable' and 'intrinsic' part of him, and so worthy of respect. Similarly, in SAD v SED, District Judge Glentworth found of a woman with bipolar affective disorder that 'it cannot be said that her wishes and feelings can be delineated in a way which gives more weight to those expressed in a phase when the hypomania is absent than when . . .
[it] affects her behaviour'. 140 Both her symptomatic and asymptomatic selves were 'part of who she is'. 141 In these cases, the authenticity of someone's wishes and feelings allows them to determine that person's overall best interests. As with subjectivity and intelligibility, authenticity allows autonomy to survive incapacity.
C. Function of the Survival Account
Sometimes, after considering a person's subjectivity and the intelligibility and authenticity of their wishes and feelings, a judge in the Court of Protection will find that those wishes and feelings determine the person's objective best interests. This is not consistent with the gatekeeper and insufficiency accounts. In these cases, someone without capacity demonstrates that they are so capable of self-determination that the state should not interfere with their decision. An appeal to respect for autonomy is successful. This conclusion might provoke some resistance. Restricting a judge to abiding by someone's wishes only when it is in that person's overall best interests might not be thought strong enough to be called the law 'respecting autonomy'. Such resistance would be misplaced. Having a legal right that is subject to conditions (here, the person's overall best interests) does not mean that there is no legal right. It means that there is a conditional legal right. 142 In capacity law, this is not unique. If people with capacity have a legal right to make autonomous decisions, then that right is dependent on them being presumed or found to have capacity. It, too, is a conditional right. It is true that best interests decisions leave a lot of discretion to the decision maker, but so do capacity assessments, and in the Court of Protection they are performed by a small group of expert witnesses.
143 It is also true that there are reasons to doubt whether best interests decisions are consistently made with due rigour, 144 It is easy to use the survival account to tell a comforting story. In this story, the law is progressively realising the rights of people without capacity by recognising autonomous decisions where, before, it only saw irrational desire. This kind of fairy tale is better avoided. Since the passing of the MCA, the law now pays more attention to the wishes of the person who is being decided for. This is admirable, but it is not necessarily empowerment. Control remains with whoever is taken to be the authoritative interpreter of the person's wishes. This is not the person themselves. It is a wide range of professionals and, ultimately, a judge. 147 Furthermore, attention to someone's wishes requires finding out what those wishes are. For some people without capacity, this might require intrusive questioning; 148 and some may feel that strangers, no longer satisfied with merely monitoring their outward behaviour, are now prying into their mental life. Although it is possible to tell a story about how attention to wishes and feelings will empower people, it is also possible to tell a story in which it leads to a new form of domination. In the darker story, authenticity slowly becomes the central criteria for decision-making, and professionals are freed from just dictating what individuals in a 'benighted state' can do. 149 Instead, they also dictate what those people 'really' want, whether or not the people in question know it. 150 Even in this darker future, the process will undoubtedly still be called 'empowerment'; but, in truth, it will offer nothing but the freedom of a political re-education camp. 151 they seem relevantly autonomous, it allows the judge to recognise this broader type of self-determination. Wye Valley is prototypical. It would have been difficult for Mr Justice Peter Jackson to hold that a man with treatment-resistant schizoaffective disorder who did not 'understand the reality of his injury', and became agitated when it was even discussed, had capacity to make decisions about treatment for that injury. 152 The survival account nevertheless allowed him to abide by the man's intelligible and authentically held wishes. 153 To hold that autonomy survives incapacity seems to contradict the gatekeeper and insufficiency accounts, just as they seem to contradict one another. This does not, however, mean that the relationship between autonomy and mental capacity is incoherent. It is not. Rather, the courts emphasise the particular elements of the relationship that they find relevant in the case before them, and this has led to three partial accounts of a coherent whole.
V. A COHERENT ACCOUNT
In W v M, Mr Justice Baker says that 'personal autonomy survives the onset of incapacity'; 154 but in Bailey v Warren, Lady Justice Arden says that 'capacity is an important issue because it determines whether an individual will in law have autonomy over decision-making'. 155 In DL, McFarlane LJ talks about the 'adult whose autonomy has been compromised by a reason other than mental incapacity'; 156 but, in PC, he affirms that 'unless they lack mental capacity . . . the statute respects their autonomy'.
157 It would be easy to read these statements and conclude that there is no coherent relationship between autonomy and mental capacity in domestic law. Some might even conclude that 'autonomy' is simply used to excuse decisions made on other grounds, and that a person's mental capacity or incapacity is only as significant the judge chooses to make it. Such cynicism should be resisted. It does not fit the evidence. All of the cases discussed here give an impression of anxious moral scrutiny, not of sophistry or arbitrary choice. Furthermore, each account has characteristic uses. Each reliably appears in response to certain types of concern; and these concerns, for instance coercion by a third party, are things that judges should be responsive to. More fundamentally, cheap cynicism makes the same sort of oversimplification as the three accounts.
A. A Coherent Account
The cynic and three previous accounts all make the same simple but common error. Midgley describes it as expecting a 'single plain litmus-paper test' for a complex moral concept. 158 The gatekeeper account gives the impression that there is such a simple test for the concept of autonomy: if you have capacity then you are autonomous, and if you do not then you are not. The insufficiency and survival accounts each complicate one limb of the gatekeeper account, but neither abandons the ideal of a single test for autonomy. In the insufficiency account, the single test is whether the person has both capacity and freedom, and in the survival account, the test is part of the best interests assessment. The cynic rightly observes that there is no single test, and wrongly infers that there is no moral concept. As with the three accounts, the assumption is that unless the test is relatively simple, there is no such thing as autonomy. Instead, it is better to recognise with Midgley that moral concepts can lack any simple test, yet have an 'underlying structure' in practical reasoning. 159 To tease out the underlying structure of autonomy in mental capacity law, a narrow focus on what a judge says in any one case must be replaced with a descriptive account of how the concept is used across a range of cases. On this broader view, a coherent account of the relationship between mental capacity and autonomy is visible. To the question, 'when is a person so capable of self-government that the state will not interfere with their wishes?' the answer is as follows:
In civil law, an adult in England and Wales has a legal right to be treated as autonomous with regard to a particular matter if they are not detained under the Mental Health Act 1983 and: 160 1. They have capacity and are not a vulnerable person subject to coercion or undue influence, 161 or 2. They lack capacity but the character of their wishes and feelings is such that it determines their objective best interests.
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Mental capacity, then, is not the gatekeeper to autonomy, but it is an important part of the legal threshold for autonomy as a right. Rather than determining the question of whether a person should be treated as autonomous, the concept of mental capacity creates two presumptions. If a person is found to have capacity, then they will be presumed to be autonomous, but that presumption may be rebutted if they are found to be vulnerable and subject to coercion. If a person is found to lack capacity, then they will be presumed not to be autonomous, but that presumption will be rebutted if their wishes and feelings show such subjectivity, intelligibility, and authenticity that they must be respected. 162 See Section IV. ITW (n 105) [35] . Any finding that a person's wishes and feelings do not have this character may be subject to an additional test of necessity and proportionality under art 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights (n 97). It seems likely that when someone without capacity is subject to coercion or undue influence, then their wishes and feeling will not be determinative of their objective best interests. 163 If the recent Law Commission proposals (n 102) were implemented, this latter presumption would be effectively reversed to a presumption that those without capacity are nevertheless autonomous unless their wishes and feelings fail to show such subjectivity, intelligibility, and authenticity that they must be respected.
capacity that are relevant in the particular case, but this article is focussed on the relationship as a whole. This bird's eye view may, however, have implications for judicial practice, without requiring legal reform. The coherent account lends itself naturally to being used as a decision tree. First, it should be determined whether the person has capacity. If they do, consideration should be paid to whether they are subject to undue influence and coercion: if they are not coerced, then they may act 'for reasons which are rational, or irrational, or for no reason'; 164 if they are coerced, then measures to address the coercion may be available under the inherent jurisdiction. If the person lacks the relevant capacity, then their wishes must be taken seriously when determining their best interests, and questions of undue influence and coercion should still be considered.
This outline of the relationship between autonomy and mental capacity is both coherent and relatively determinate. It too, however, should avoid the temptation to posit a simple test for a complex concept; for in the details, indeterminacy appears. If someone is truly acting for reasons that are 'irrational', then will they be found to have capacity? In many cases, it is unlikely; so the often-quoted, passage from Sidaway that asserts a right to act this way must be treated as another example of judicial rhetoric, 165 one that may work to great effect in particular cases while distorting a realistic assessment of the law as a whole. Furthermore, this article takes both capacity and undue influence as relatively unquestioned matters of fact, but any judge must also decide what counts as 'understanding' the relevant information or what makes influence 'undue' in the particular circumstances of a case. In other words, they do not merely apply a test to the facts. In every case, they are partially responsible for the content of the test itself.
Having judges make the legal standards as they apply them is an old response to an old problem, one noted by Aristotle: 'all law is universal, and yet there are some things about which it is not possible to make correct universal pronouncements'. 166 Any determinate test risks injustice, but to acknowledge an unending list of exceptions, and exceptions to exceptions, risks losing the rule in an avalanche of particular cases. An appreciation of this tension was incorporated into English law, through the principle of equity, by the Middle Ages; and at some points, for instance during the sixteenth century, it has been the central issue in legal thought. 167 In the modern era, however, its prominence has faded, and judicial discretion often meets academic suspicion. 168 Nevertheless, there is a parallel between the traditional idea that equity mitigates the inflexibility of the common law and the development of capacity law since the passing of the MCA. It would have been open to the court in DL to find that the inherent jurisdiction did not survive the passing of the Act, and in ITW to hold that the requirement to 'consider' a person's wishes as part of a best interests decision never entailed that those wishes determine the person's objective best interests. If the courts had taken these severe lines, then the gatekeeper account would have been true. They did not, and the inflexibility of that account has been mitigated. The parallel with the principle of equity cannot be drawn too closely. Many of the post-MCA cases have precedential force, so the coherent account is not merely a description of how discretion is exercised. It is hardening into binding law. This raises a serious question. One rationale for the MCA was that it would simplify an area of law that had become 'confusing, often incomplete, and much misunderstood'. 169 This article excludes children, the criminal law, and those subject to the Mental Health Act 1983; 170 yet, even with those restrictions, determining whether an individual should be treated as autonomous requires considering the MCA, the inherent jurisdiction of the High Court, the equitable doctrine of undue influence, and the list of factors found in ITW. Furthermore, this article discusses only the consequences of a finding of capacity or incapacity. It treats the actual assessment process as unproblematic. In reality, capacity assessments face a variety of legal uncertainties, tangles, and paradoxes. 171 Most people applying the Act are not legally trained, so it seems optimistic to expect them to successfully navigate these intricacies. 172 By the criterion of simplifying a law that had become confusing, the MCA has manifestly failed. 173 The Act faces a more fundamental challenge than the observation that it has failed to simplify the law. Article 12(2) of the UN Convention on the Right of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD) requires state parties to 'recognize that persons with disabilities enjoy legal capacity on an equal basis with others in all aspects of life'. 174 The UN Committee that oversees the Convention has argued that this is incompatible with any system in which a decision-maker 'can be appointed by someone other than the person concerned' to make decisions in the person's best interests rather than according to their 'will and preferences'. 175 This interpretation is controversial, 176 but it is premised on a different account of the relationship between autonomy and mental capacity to any found in domestic law. The survival account holds that those without mental capacity might retain such autonomy that their wishes determine their best interests, but the Committee may be committed to a universal account of autonomy. In this, everyone, regardless of mental capacity, always retains enough autonomy to restrain the state from acting against their will. Decisions must be made on the 'best interpretation' of a person's 'will and preferences': 177 a standard that, at least formally, ascribes autonomy even to those who cannot communicate. Commentators have doubted how 'realistic' the universal account is, 178 and it is arguably motivated by analysis that incorrectly treats the gatekeeper account as literally true. 179 Nevertheless, it captures a significant point. It echoes the affirmation found in Kant that all humans are 'endowed with freedom' 180 and in Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights that 'all human beings . . .are endowed with reason and conscience'. 181 The central insight of the universal account is that to deny that someone is capable of choice, even only for one decision or in a relatively small way, is to deny they have something often considered essential to being a full human being. Given the long history of marginalisation faced by those with mental disabilities, this concern should be taken seriously. Nevertheless, the universal account makes the same error as the three accounts found in domestic law. It assumes that a 'single plain litmus-paper test' 182 can capture all the relevant features of the concept of autonomy.
The MCA was to some extent motivated by a similarly reductive account of the relationship between autonomy and capacity, the gatekeeper one, 183 but those ambitions of laying down a simple rule did not survive even a few years contact with reality. They did not deserve to. Issues of voluntariness, subjectivity, and the intelligibility and authenticity of a person's wishes are important moral concerns; and it is right that judges have taken them seriously. The issue of personhood, which the UNCRPD makes it almost impossible to avoid, is at least as important. It is, however, no more capable of articulating all the details of the complex moral dilemmas that arise across the country hundreds of times every day than the concept of mental capacity has been. Legal reforms that take personhood seriously may be welcome, but any reform attempting to remake the law around that one concept can be expected to fail.
VI. CONCLUSION
Judges have told three simple but contradictory stories about the relationship between autonomy and mental capacity in the law of England and Wales. Sometimes, capacity is autonomy's gatekeeper: those with capacity are autonomous, and those without capacity are not. Sometimes, capacity is necessary for autonomy but not sufficient, for voluntariness is also required. Finally, sometimes autonomy survives incapacity, and the wishes of a person without capacity can reflect their ability to be self-determining.
These three accounts coexist in the current law; so no story of evolution, in which one account comes to replace another, can be told. Similarly, judges will switch between accounts depending upon the facts that they face in a particular case, so no story of judicial factions is plausible. Instead, each account should be taken as a partial description of a consistent whole.
On a coherent account, a person will be regarded as autonomous if they have capacity about the matter in question and are not subject to undue influence or coercion or if they lack capacity about the matter but the character of their present wishes and feelings nevertheless determines their objective best interests. This account lacks the simple force of judicial statements such as 'autonomy survives incapacity' or 'the statute respects their autonomy', and such statements have their place. They offer a way for a judge to show that the case before them is profoundly important not only to the person it concerns but also, because that person is part of society, to the law itself. Nevertheless, the overall relationship between autonomy and mental capacity is also important, for these cases go to the very heart of the relationship between state and citizen. To understand that relationship, statements largely intended to address the facts of particular cases must be put to one side. When this is done, the relationship that emerges may be considered good or bad, depending on the criteria that it is evaluated by. It is, however, undoubtedly complex. The purpose of this article has been to draw attention to this complexity. The direct implication of this analysis for reform is to be suspicious of easy answers, no matter who offers them and what those answers might be.
